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Abstract
Adding screentone to initial line drawings is a crucial step for manga generation, but is a tedious and human-laborious task.
In this work, we propose a novel data-driven method aiming to transfer the screentone pattern from a reference manga image.
This not only ensures the quality, but also adds controllability to the generated manga results. The reference-based screen-
tone translation task imposes several unique challenges. Since manga image often contains multiple screentone patterns in-
terweaved with line drawing, as an abstract art, this makes it even more difficult to extract disentangled style code from the
reference. Also, finding correspondence for mapping between the reference and the input line drawing without any screentone
is hard. As screentone contains many subtle details, how to guarantee the style consistency to the reference remains challeng-
ing. To suit our purpose and resolve the above difficulties, we propose a novel Reference-based Screentone Transfer Network
(RSTN). We encode the screentone style through a 1D stylegram. A patch correspondence loss is designed to build a similarity
mapping function for guiding the translation. To mitigate the generated artefacts, a pattern regularization loss is introduced
in the patch-level. Through extensive experiments and a user study, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of our proposed
model.

Keywords: manga, screentone, Reference-based, patch correspondence, pattern regularization

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Computer vision tasks; Neural networks; Unsupervised learning; Image pro-
cessing

1. Introduction

Manga (a.k.a. Japanese comic) has become a worldwide popular
art and entertainment because of its unique styles. Designers of-
ten apply screentone over initial line drawings to create particu-
lar textures or shadings, which is a key component contributing to
the style of manga. Laying screen patterns is not an easy task, tak-
ing many factors into consideration, such as texture and underlying
material property. It can be a tedious and time-consuming task, es-
pecially for novices. Thus, an automatic tool for screentoning on
line drawings is in high demand for novices to add screentone eas-
ily. Though manga has attracted a lot of research works recently,
such as manga colouration [QWH06, FHOO17], screen patterns
removal [LLW17], and manga generation [PQW*08, XLLW20,

ZWF*21], there are few works on screentone generation from
line drawings. The closest research line is generating manga from
colourful photographs or western comics [QPWH08, XLLW20].
However, these works rely on colour and texture affinity to segment
regions for assigning the patterns, which is not applicable to sketch
lines lacking texture information.

In this work, we aim to design a tool for generating screentone
from line drawings. Rather than creating everything from scratch in
a deterministic way, as there may exist plenty of possible solutions
for a single line drawing, we choose to use example manga to aid
the process. Taking reference manga as input provides flexible user
controllability on the generated results without much effort. This
shares some similarity to existing style transfer methods [GEB16,
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Figure 1: Reference-based screentone transfer results by our method. Given a line drawing (i.e. input), and a reference manga image, our
model can transfer the screentone pattern from the reference to the line drawing. We show each group of the results with three different
reference manga images per row. (Better viewed in a digital version with zoom function.)

LYY*17, ZPIE17, LKL*20, ZZZ*21]. But with the special struc-
ture of screentone, directly using these methods may easily generate
serious artefacts.

However, example-based screentone transfer from line drawing
imposes many challenges. First, how to extract accurate screentone
style from the reference manga is unknown. The reference usually
contains multiple different screen patterns, and the patterns are in-
terleaved with the initial sketch lines. Second, it is difficult to mea-
sure the similarity between the reference and the target line draw-
ing, especially the reference image already contains the screen pat-
terns. Besides, the semantics gap exists as it is hard to always find
a perfect match. Third, the quality of screentone is very sensitive
to small variations, such as the level of grayscale and incomplete
coverage. In this way, the transfer method needs to be taken care-
fully to keep the same details as the reference and achieve satisfying
results.

To address the above challenges, we propose a novel framework,
called Reference-based Screentone Transfer Network (RSTN),
transferring the screentone from a reference manga to the input line
drawing with high quality (see Figure 1). We first disentangle the
screentone style from the 2D reference image through a 1D style-
gram. Just like colour histogram, stylegram encodes necessary pat-
tern style, discarding the disturbed spatial information. Stylegram
can control the generated result in a meaningful way, demonstrat-
ing its flexibility and superiority through our experiments. To ensure
a correct relationship between the reference and input line drawing,
we introduce a method to find patch-correspondence in the deep
feature space. Accordingly, we first synthesize the line drawings
from existing manga images during training. Instead of building
correspondence directly on the input pair (i.e. the reference and the
line drawing), we calculate the patch-correspondence between the
reference and the original manga image used to generate the line
drawing. In other words, our model learns semantic correspondence
implicitly rather than explicitly in a data-driven manner. Such im-
plicit learning makes the model more robust for any reference-input
pairs, without being constrained by scenes and hand-crafted rules.
Directly transferring the screen patterns induces artefacts and incon-

sistent results, and we further propose a pattern regularization loss
to mitigate this problem.

Through extensive experiments, we have demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of our framework and design choices. To show the flexibil-
ity of our framework, we have exhibited that diverse high quality
manga results can be generated by altering the reference. Our con-
tributions can be summarized as follows.

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first work on example-
based manga screentone generation from line drawings. We pro-
pose a Reference-based screentone transfer network (RSTN), al-
lowing users to control the screentone generation through refer-
ences.

• To maintain good results, we design a stylegram method for ex-
tracting pattern style from the references; a patch-correspondence
method for finding the correlation between input pairs; and a pat-
tern regularization loss.

• To validate our framework, we have done a set of quantitative
and qualitative experiments including a user study. The proposed
RSTN effectively transfers the screentone to the target line draw-
ings and is flexible to be used for manipulating the results based
on the reference.

2. Related Work

2.1. Manga generation

Traditional manga production is mainly artificial. Artists first draft
outlines and structural lines, then manually select appropriate pre-
print screen sheets to fill regions to get the final manga. Many works
have been done to shorten this workflow. Qu et al. [QPWH08] imi-
tated manga production workflow to generate manga from a colour
photograph by screen matching automatically. With the develop-
ment of deep learning and the publication of large-scale manga
dataset [AFO*20], many automatic manga generation methods are
proposed. Xie et al. [XLLW20] proposed a screentone variational
autoencoder to generate manga from western colour comics. Zhang
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et al. [ZWF*21] generated manga from illustration via mimicking
manga creation workflow. Different from their works on generat-
ing manga from a colour image, our proposed method generates
manga from drawing lines which are information-scarce and has its
unique challenges.

2.2. Reference-based image translation

Automatic manga production has a limitation that users cannot
manipulate the results with their desired manga style. Unfortu-
nately, there is no such work available. We can regard our task
as a reference-based image translation task that translates the in-
put image based on a reference image. Gatys et al. [GEB16] pro-
posed a neural algorithm to translate the style from one image to
another one by online optimization, which takes time to process.
Huang et al. [HB17] introduced an adaptive instance normaliza-
tion (AdaIN) layer that aligns the mean and variance of the content
features with those of the style features to translate style in real-
time. On the topic of colourization, there are some works [HCL*18,
SLWW19, LKL*20], that use an existing colorful image as a ref-
erence to colourize a greyscale image. Zhang et al. [ZZC*20] and
Zhou et al. [ZZZ*21] propose a general framework for exemplar-
based image translation, which translates abstract semantic content
(edge map or pose keypoints) to a photo-realistic image. However,
these two methods require the reference image with the same se-
mantic content. If the input and the reference images have a dis-
tinct difference in semantic content, the translated results can gen-
erate serious artefacts. There are also some works to study im-
age translation in specific domains [HLBK18, LTM*20], but un-
fortunately, they cannot be adapted to our screentone translation
easily.

2.3. Segmentation-based manga manipulation

Many previous works rely on screentone segmentation techniques
for manga manipulation, retrieval, and colourization [YHL*16,
TIA19, CC16, QWH06]. One of the most common ways is to uti-
lize procedural rules for segmentation, such as clustering based on
binarization image or continuity of solid regions. After obtaining
screentone segmentation, Yao et al. [YHL*16] demonstrated the ap-
plications including pattern manipulation, deformation, and lighting
addition. Tsubota et al. [TIA19] trained a screentone label gener-
ator and filled screentone after obtaining screentone regions. Chu
et al. [CC16] proposed two screentone features and combined them
with panel features for manga retrieval. Qu et al. [QWH06] colour-
ized the segmented regions using various methods. These works
produce relatively good results but can only limit to a certain de-
sign scenario. In our work, we obtain segmentation implicitly which
is more flexible and more suitable for finding semantic correspon-
dence.

3. Overview

We denote the target line drawing and its corresponding manga im-
age as x1, y1, and the reference as y2. Our model (Figure 2) aims to
transfer the screentone from reference y2 to the target line drawing
x1. The result ŷ2 should follow the screen style distribution of refer-

ence while filling in a semantically meaningful way into the regions
of line drawing. Especially, except for the structural lines and solid
white, we regard any part of manga as screentone, including solid
black [LLW17]. However, asking designers for creating and shar-
ing a large set of paired data (X,Y ) is impractical. How to extract
the screentone style and map to the target drawing is unknown a
prior and cannot be trained in a fully-supervised way. Treating it as
an unpaired image translation task [ZPIE17, LBK17] is inappropri-
ate since it can only generate a determined version without further
control by the given example.

To mitigate this issue, we synthesize a dataset by extracting the
line drawings from existing manga images. Note that during train-
ing, each manga image y1 has its corresponding line drawing im-
age x1, as x1 is synthesized from y1 using the latest manga screen-
tone removal method [LLW17]. In this way, our model is possible
to learn how to add screentone based on semantic content (paired
path, the red line in Figure 2) while learning how to transfer the pat-
tern style from the reference (unpaired path, the green line in Fig-
ure 2). To achieve the goal of our problem, we address three major
challenges.

Our first step is to extract the screentone from the reference. The
screen patterns are fused together with the sketch lines, making it
hard to extract them in a faithful way. Besides, our extracted code
should be disentangled from the spatial location and low-level con-
tent details as they can be very different between the reference and
the target. To deal with this problem, we propose to extract the
screen patterns through stylegram, which is a 1D vector encoding
spatial-independent style information.

The next step is to apply screen patterns and the key is to know
the mapping between the reference y2 and target x1 for finding suit-
able locations. Directly calculating the mapping based on line draw-
ing without screentone and manga with screentone is difficult un-
der different distributions. We thus turn to a synthetic pair for help
by measuring the similarity between the reference y2 and the corre-
sponding manga of target y1 in the same domain based on a patch-
correspondence approach.

The patterns of screentone are very delicate and subtle, and di-
rect transfer can generate serious artefacts on the textual details.
To solve this problem, we add a novel pattern regularization loss
to force model for transferring consistent screentones. In the next
section, we will introduce our Reference-based Screentone Trans-
fer Network in detail.

4. Reference-based Screentone Transfer Network

The framework of our Reference-based Screentone Transfer Net-
work (RSTN) is shown in Figure 2. The model mainly consists of
three components: a Content Encoder (CEnc), a Stylegram Encoder
(SEnc), and a Stylegram Integration Decoder (SIDec). We follow
Swapping AutoEncoder [PZW*20] to design our CEnc and SEnc,
and StyleGAN2 [KLA*20] to design our SIDec. We first delve into
the extraction and fusion of stylegram, then introduce the elaborated
loss used for training.
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Figure 2: The framework of our proposed Reference-based Screentone Transfer Network (RSTN). During training, RSTN is trained in a
hybrid way using both paired data (flow indicated by red arrows) and unpaired data (flow indicated by green arrows). Given a manga image
y1 with the reference y2, we first synthesize the input line drawing x1 from y1 and encode x1 through CEnc for extracting the content code.
Then y1 and y2 are sent to SEnc for extracting stylegram code z1s and z

2
s . The content code and these two stylegram codes are fed into SIDec

to get transferred results ŷ1 and ŷ2. A patch-correspondence loss (a) and a pattern regularization loss (b) are proposed to ensure the quality
of generated results. (c) is the correspondence map. During testing, users only need to provide the input line drawing x1 and the reference y2
for obtaining the final result. Though there is no corresponding y1, our SEnc has learned how to extract meaningful stylegram code from the
reference manga y2 directly.

4.1. Stylegram extraction and fusion

Given the input line drawing x1 and the reference manga y2, our
model aims at learning a mapping function G(x1, y2) to transfer
screentone style from reference to the input line drawing. There are
multiple ways to fuse the inputs together. Recalling the approaches
of works taking multiple images as inputs, the most common way is
to concatenate inputs along the channel dimension before sending
them into the encoder or generator [LRS*21, XSA*18, HYFW19].
However, as we mentioned in the last section, blending spatial in-
formation deteriorates the pattern style we want to obtain. Rather
than using the raw reference image in 2D dimension to deliver style
features, we encode the style as a 1D vector (i.e. stylegram) through
an encoder before fusing it with content information extracted from
the target line drawing.

More specifically, SEnc encodes a reference image as stylegram
code which represents screentone style. And the stylegram code is
disentangled from the spatial location and low-level content details
as they can be very different between the reference and the target
line drawing. Given a reference manga image y2 ∈ R

H×W , where
H andW represent the reference manga image’s height and width,
respectively, the SEnc outputs a stylegram code z2s ∈ R

1×d , where d
denotes the length of stylegram code:

z2s = SEnc(y2). (1)

Since the stylegram code is designed to be agnostic to positional
information, stylegram is derived by convolutional layers using re-
flection padding or no padding, followed by a global average pool-
ing and a dense layer. After extracting content code from CEnc,
the stylegram code is fused with the features F from SIDec us-
ing the weight modulation (i.e. “mod” in Figure 2) to inject screen-
tone style.

4.2. Patch-correspondence loss

We first build the correspondence between the paired manga y1 and
the reference y2 to provide guidance for screen pattern transfer. Ex-
isting style transfer methods often rely on perceptual loss [JAFF16,
HB17] for controlling style. However, such a global constraint does
not consider the locality of the screentone pattern, which is not suit-
able for our task. Since the screentone pattern is often used in a
local manner (e.g., the pattern used in the hair region is different
from the pattern used on the face), we choose to adopt a patch cor-
respondence way to keep the style consistency between the result
and the reference.

We find that the feature from a pretrained VGG-16 can model
the correspondence well. We thus take the feature f ∈ R

h×w from
the relu3-1 layer of VGG-16, where h and w represent the feature
map’s height and width respectively, and each entry in the feature
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Figure 3: GramMatrix versus L2 for measuring screentone pattern
similarity. We use patch A to retrieve patches in the set of B,C,D,
and display the distance calculated by the two metrics below the in-
dex. Gram matrix fails to capture intensity-aware similarity among
patterns.

map has a receptive field with the resolution of 24 × 24. We com-
pute a correlation matrixM ∈ R

hw×hw between the feature f1 of y1
and f2 of y2:

M(u, v) = f1(u)T f2(v)

|| f1(u)|||| f2(v)|| , (2)

where f1(u) and f2(v) represent the channel-wise features of f1 and
f2 in position u and v. The correlationmatrix is normalized along the
second dimension (i.e. v) with a softmax operation. We then obtain
an aligned reference y′

2 by multiplying the normalized correlation
matrix with a downsampled y2:

y′
2(u) =

∑

v

softmax
v

(M(u, v))DownSample(y2(v)). (3)

In other words, each pixel in y′
2 is a linear combination of y2 based

on the normalized correlation matrix to y1. In this way, the aligned
reference y′

2 keeps both the structure of y1 and the screentone dis-
tribution of y2 (Figure 2). We treat it as a fake ground truth to guide
the prediction with patch-correspondence loss:

Lpc = ||DownSample(ŷ2) − y′
2||1. (4)

4.3. Pattern regularization loss

As the training goes on, the screentone transferred on the line draw-
ing becomesmore apparent. However, it still lacks a lot of details. To
ensure the quality of generated screentone, we add a pattern regular-
ization loss at the midpoint τ of the training process. For each patch
pi ∈ ŷ2, i = {1, 2, . . . , n} of the generated result, where n is a pos-
itive integer, we aim to seek the most similar patch in the reference
for regularization. The most straightforward way is using a gram
matrix as it is a common way to measure style similarity [GEB16].
However, we find the L2 distance is a more reasonable metric, as
the gram matrix is used to measure the relative relationship among
pixels. For the screentone pattern, whose local intensity is the same
within a local patch, the gram matrix will overlook the intensity,
while L2 is intensity-aware, better modelling the style similarity in
our case. To validate this, we show an example in Figure 3, and we
can find that L2 can better measure style similarity. We thus find the
most similar patch denoted as {p′

i} through:
p′
i = argmin

j
||pj − pi||2, (5)

where {pj} are all patches from y2.

We then use this most similar patch p′
i to guide the prediction and

define the loss as:

Lpr =
n∑

i=1

||pi − p′
i||1. (6)

This loss can force the details of the generated patch to be consistent
with the reference patch.

4.4. Full objective

There are some other losses that are necessary to guarantee the per-
formance of our model.

4.4.1. Reconstruction loss

If the model receives the corresponding pair x1, y1, it should transfer
the style correctly and obtain the exactly same manga image as y1.
We use the pixel-wise L2 loss for reconstructio n, formulated as:

Lrec = ||y1 − ŷ1||2. (7)

4.4.2. Adversarial loss

To make sure that the reconstructed manga and the transferred re-
sults look realistic, aligning with the distribution of the manga do-
main. We also add the adversarial loss, defined as:

LGAN,rec(G) = Ex1∼X,y1∼Y
[− log (D(ŷ1)

]
, (8)

LGAN,re f (G) = Ex1∼X,y2∼Y
[− log (D(ŷ2)

]
, (9)

where D denotes discriminator.

4.4.3. Patch adversarial loss

Following the work [PZW*20], we also use the co-occurrent patch
adversarial loss to encourage the network to learn a factored screen-
tone style representation, which can be presented as:

LGAN,patch =
Ex1∼X,y2∼Y

[− log
(
Dp(crop(ŷ2), crops(y2))

)]
,

(10)

where crop selects a random patch and crops is a collection of multi-
ple patches, andDp denotes the patch discriminator. The underlying
idea is that no matter what the content sketches are, the screentone
style distribution stays the same as the reference, and makes patch
discriminator hard to differentiate.

4.4.4. Sketch Line Loss

To maintain the sketch lines in the generated result the same as the
input, we add a pixel-wise sketch line loss:

Lsl = ||x1 ∗ B− ŷ2 ∗ B||1, (11)
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where B denotes a binary mask of x1, and it sets to 1 if the cor-
responding pixel in x1 is ‘black’, 0 if it is ‘white’, * denotes the
element-wise multiplication.

4.4.5. Total loss

We obtain our final loss for training as:

Ltotal = λ1Lpc + λ2Lpr + λ3Lrec + λ4LGAN,rec

+ λ5LGAN,re f + λ6LGAN,patch + λ7Lsl ,
(12)

where {λi} denotes the weights for balancing loss terms and the de-
fault of {λi} is 1.

5. Experiments

In this section, we first describe the experimental setting. We then
compare our model with state-of-the-art methods in related domains
both qualitatively and quantitatively. Ablation studies have been
conducted to examine the effectiveness of each key design choice.
Finally, we show the flexibility of our model on several design sce-
narios.

5.1. Implementation details

We use Manga109 Dataset [AFO*20] for training and evaluation.
We use the resolution of 256×256 for all our inputs. Especially,
in our experiment, we set H = 256, W = 256, d = 2048, h = 64,
w = 64, and n = 16. Meanwhile, we follow StyleGAN2 [KLA*20]
to design our discriminators and Swapping AutoEncoder [PZW*20]
to design the patch-discriminator. We only use the pattern regu-
larization loss at the last 50% of iteration during training (i.e. τ

= 400,000). Moreover, we choose Adam [KB15] optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.002 for optimization and set the weights of each
loss term to 1.0. We train the model with the batch size of 1 on a
single NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti GPU for about 3 days.

5.2. Network architecture details

Our RSTN contains mainly three subnets: Content Encoder, Style-
gram Encoder, and Stylegram Integration Decoder. We introduce
them separately next.

5.2.1. Encoders

Our encoders consist of Content Encoder and Stylegram En-
coder. For the Content Encoder, we follow Swapping AutoEn-
coder [PZW*20] by designing 4 downsampling residual blocks and
two convolutional layers. Given a 256× 256 line drawing, our Con-
tent Encoder outputs a content code that is of dimension 8×32×32.
For the Stylegram Encoder, we design 4 downsampling residual
blocks, two convolutional layers, a global average pooling layer and
a 1×1 convolutional layer. Given a 256 × 256 reference manga im-
age, our Stylegram Encoder outputs a stylegram code that is of di-
mension 1×1×2048.

5.2.2. Stylegram integration decoder

We follow StyleGAN2 [KLA*20] to design the architecture of our
Stylegram Integration Decoder. Content code is passed into the de-
coder which consists of 4 residual blocks and 4 upsampling residual
blocks and stylegram code is injected into the decoder by the mod-
ulation layer [KLA*20].

5.3. Dataset processing

To process the data for training, we collected 80 manga books from
109 after removing those including too many blank spaces. We then
followed the annotation process of Manga109 Dataset [AFO*20]
by cropping manga images with the label “body” after filtering out
pages with text. By discarding the monochrome and low-resolution
images, we obtained 5200 manga images in total. Besides, we used
the latest manga screentone remove method [LLW17] to get paired
line drawings. And we split the dataset into 4800 and 400 for train-
ing and testing, respectively.

5.4. Compared to state-of-the-art methods

5.4.1. Compared methods

As far as we know, there is no existing work on generating manga
from line drawings. Therefore, we chose six state-of-the-art works
in the related domains for comparison, including the traditional
neural style transfer method [GEB16], unsupervised image2image
translation [ZPIE17, LTM*20], and exemplar-based image2image
translation [HB17, HLBK18, LKL*20]. We compare our method
against them both qualitatively and quantitatively. All compared
methods are re-trained using officially released code on the same
dataset for fair comparisons.

5.4.2. Qualitative comparison

We show the qualitative comparison in Figure 4. For neural style
transfer methods NST [GEB16] and Adain [HB17], they can only
transfer screentone in a global manner, without considering screen
details of the reference or semantic content of the target line draw-
ing. For CycleGAN [ZPIE17], since it can only generate a specific
type of style, there is no adaption to the input references. Though
methods, such as MUNIT [HLBK18] and ASCFT [LKL*20], can
vary the style of results based on the input references, the trans-
ferred manga fails to satisfy the requirement of semantics. For ex-
ample, in the second last row of Figure 4, the screentone is taken
on the girl’s face which is unsatisfied. This is also the case for
DRIT++ [LTM*20]. Besides, these methods often generate incom-
plete screentone in a certain region. In the same example of the
second last row, the screentone is missed in the sub-region of the
girl’s hair.

5.4.3. Quantitative comparison

We first compute two metrics: PSNR and FID, that are commonly
used in existing works on image generation and translation [KLA19,
DLHT15, NT20]. Since the manga image can be reconstructed by
taking itself as the reference, we send the manga image with its line
drawing as inputs, and compare the output with the manga image
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Figure 4: Qualitative comparison of our method with state-of-the-art methods. Notice that results from other methods have serious artefacts
on either structure deformation or appearance consistency.

itself for calculating the PSNR. A higher PSNR score indicates a
better performance.

Besides, there is no existing metric can be used to measure
whether the transferred results have consistent screentone style with
the reference, which is one of the key factors for our model de-
sign. We thus introduce a novel metric for measuring the screen-
tone consistency between two manga images. Benefiting from our
stylegram code, we can design a metric called style consistency
score (SC_score) to measure the screentone style consistency. More
specifically, given two manga images y1 and y2, we can compute the
SC_scorewith the distance over stylegram codes. The metric can be
defined as:

SC_score = ||SEnc(y1) − SEnc(y2)||2
= ||z1s − z2s ||2.

(13)

In our paper, we compute SC_score between the transferred screen-
tone result and the reference image.

We show the quantitative of different methods over three metrics
in Table 1. We can see that our model outperforms other methods
by a large margin, which indicates our transferred results are more

Table 1: Quantitative comparison of our method with state-of-the-art meth-
ods. ↓ denotes the lower the better and vice visa. The best results are marked
in bold. (SC_score: style consistency score.)

Methods SC_score↓ FID↓ PSNR↑
NST [GEB16] 148.627 241.64 11.94
Adain [HB17] 147.546 266.76 11.02
CycleGAN [ZPIE17] 117.768 207.16 11.04
MUNIT [HLBK18] 112.146 214.33 9.89
DRIT++ [LTM*20] 130.414 204.02 9.37
ASCFT [LKL*20] 97.525 213.56 10.99
Ours 56.852 183.64 14.20

realistic and consistent with reference images than results generated
by other methods.

5.5. User study

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our model, we introduce
a user study to evaluate our results with both novices and profes-
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Figure 5: User study results. The statistics of the user study from novices and professionals, respectively, demonstrate our method surpasses
all the competitors by a large margin in terms of screentone quality, screentone consistency, and sketch consistency, from both the novice and
the professional perspective.

sionals. There are mainly three questions. (1). Screentone Quality:
it cares about the perceptual quality of transferred results, evaluating
the visual quality solely on the generated images. (2). Screentone
Consistency: it evaluates the screentone style consistency between
transferred results and reference images. Given a reference input,
participants are asked to choose the most consistent one in screen-
tone style from transferred results acquired by different methods.
(3). Sketch Consistency: it evaluates the sketch lines consistency
between transferred results and input images.

5.5.1. Evaluate with novices

We invited 30 participants with majors in Computer Science who
have read many mangas but have no design experience. Every
task contains 20 design cases and each with the three above ques-
tions for evaluation. Transferred results from different methods
in each design case are presented in a random order for a fair
comparison. For the study, we got 600 answers from novices in
total.

5.5.2. Evaluate with professionals

We invited 20 participants with majors in Art who have professional
painting experience. They were also asked to answer the same three
questions above. And we got 400 answers from professionals in to-
tal.

We show the results in Figure 5. Both novices and professionals
prefer our method over the others by a large margin, demonstrating
the effectiveness of our method in practical usage. We also inter-
viewed three participants: P1 (Novice), P2 (Novice), and P3 (Pro-

fessional with painting experience). These are some comments for
our work. P1: “This is an attractive work.”; P2: “I want to use it
to transfer screentone to my line drawings.”; P3: “The automatic
screentone transfer still has a lot of room for progress, but it is an
interesting attempt.” The above comments also demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our method.

5.6. Ablation study

In this subsection, we analyse the efficacy of the main components
in the network architectures and the losses design of the proposed
method. We first set a baseline (Baseline) by retraining our model
without the proposed key losses (i.e. Lpc and Lpr). Then, to demon-
strate the importance of our proposed stylegram code, we also set
up a method by directly concatenating the inputs together before
sending them into the encoder, calledConcat. Besides, we compare
our full model with two other variants: (1)w/o Lpc, by removing the
patch-correspondence loss; (2) w/o Lpr, by removing the pattern-
regularization loss.

The qualitative comparisons of different variants are shown in
Figure 6. From the results, we can see that the performance de-
graded with serious artefacts or misalignment to reference if remov-
ing any of our key components.Meanwhile, if we use the concatena-
tion method to extract the screentone style of reference rather than
our proposed stylegram code, the transferred result is not good with
deformable sketch lines and less-vivid pattern style. Besides, the
image transferred by the variant (w/o Lpc) presents the unmatched
screentone result, showing that our patch-correspondence loss can
build correct correspondence between input and reference image.
Similarly, without the Lpr, the transferred result becomes less con-
sistent with the reference.
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Figure 6: Ablation study on network architecture(i.e. “Baseline” and “Concat”) and loss function designs (i.e. “w/o Lpc” and “w/o Lpr”).
Each of the components makes an essential contribution to the final quality of the results.

5.7. Comparisons with colourization methods

Our work has a distinct focus on colourization. For reference-based
colourization, the focus of the reference image is to ensure the con-
sistency of global colours, using the histogram [FHOO17, LLW22].
Although regional semantic mappings are taken into account, the in-
put and the inference do not enforce semantic correlations, and the
goal is to assign colours correctly [LKL*20]. For our task, we need
to consider the regularization of the texture. Locally, we need to
make sure that the texture is consistent with reference, which is an
important challenge for transferring screentone. The simple colour-
ization model does not take this into account [ZJLL17]. For this
reason, the problem of regularization cannot be solved simply by
using reference-based colourization techniques. The comparisons
are shown in Figure 7.

5.8. Reference-based screetone transfer

As a reference-guided framework, the results should be adapted and
controlled by the reference in a meaningful way. We thus conduct
an experiment by transferring a set of reference manga images to
the same target line drawing and show the results in Figure 8. From
the results we can see our model is able to extract different screen-
tone patterns from different reference manga images and integrates
screentone style with drawing lines well. This verifies the superior-
ity of our proposed method.

5.9. Stylegram interpolation

To demonstrate the flexibility of our stylegram, we conduct an ex-
periment on style interpolation with our stylegram codes. Since we

Figure 7: Qualitative comparison of our method with state-of-the-
art reference-based colourization methods. Notice that results from
other colourization methods have serious artefacts either on struc-
ture deformation or on appearance consistency.

use a stylegram code zs to represent the screentone style of the
manga, the style can be easily controlled by manipulating the style-
gram code. Given two reference manga images, we first extract two
stylegram codes, respectively. Then we apply a linear interpolation
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Figure 8: Controlling screentone generation by reference images.
Our method provides the capability of generating multiple plausible
screentones by varying the references.

between these two codes to form a new stylegram code for control-
ling the screentone. Figure 9 shows the interpolation results from
two reference images.We can see that our model can control screen-
tone transfer in a smooth and accurate way.

5.10. Generalization of our method

To demonstrate the generality of our model, we conduct exper-
iments on different types of line drawings and references. First,
we transfer the screentone to a larger scale of image, rather than
the head only, as shown in Figure 10. The images contain a full
body and more background semantics. However, our model can still
achieve this task and achieve high-quality results with screentone
patterns applied locally to suitable regions. Second, to examine that

our method not only works on screentone patterns, we also test on
manga images with unique abstract manga effects, and show the
results in Figure 11. Though the patterns are dramatically different
from those in the main paper and Figure 10, our model obtains high-
quality results and transfers this unique style properly to the line
drawings. Third, we test on line drawings containing more content
not limiting to the human part. Especially, the animal line draw-
ings are real. And the results in Figure 12 show that our model
can achieve high-quality results on flower and animal line draw-
ings. Besides, we also show the failure case in the last column of
Figure 12. Our model does not explicitly consider the orientation
so the orientation of screentone between input and reference is not
consistent.

6. Conclusion and Limitation

In summary, we introduce a practical but underdeveloped re-
search problem, that is, reference-based screentone transfer. To deal
with this challenging task, we propose a novel Reference-based
Screentone Transfer Network (RSTN), by encoding the screen-
tone pattern from the reference as a stylegram. A set of cali-
brated loss functions, especially patch correspondence loss and pat-
tern regularization loss, are defined to enable the training of our
model. We have demonstrated the quality and controllability of our
model through comprehensive experiments both qualitatively and
quantitatively.

Though we have achieved promising results, there are still a few
directions that can be studied in future works. First, as a data-driven
method, the performance of our model is bounded by the scale
of the dataset. The model may fail to obtain faithful patch corre-
spondences and results if the semantic contents and screentones
seldom appeared or screentones are complicated during training,
such as highlight rendering and shadows. However, with the world-
wide popularity, the manga community grows very fast, contribut-
ing more and more manga under common creative license. Since
our model does not rely on manually created pairs for training, it is
easily extended as the data grows. Second, our method cannot deal
with high-resolution scenes (larger than 512 × 512) containing var-
ious types of screentone patterns, due to our implicit transfer setting.
This problem can be solved with explicit region-level semantic cor-

Figure 9: Interpolation between two reference stylegram codes. We extract the stylegram codes from both Reference 1 and 2, and conduct
linear interpolation to generate new code for controlling the screen patterns in between.
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Figure 10: Example results on line drawings containing more complex content rather than a body part (e.g. head only).

Figure 11: Example results on images with abstract manga effects.

respondences and then decomposing the large scenes into several
sub-transfer tasks. We leave it in our future work.

As the first step to explore fully automatic screentone transfer,
although our model does not meet the requirements of professional

designers in terms of the degree of detail of effect, it is still very
effective for amateur painters to simply add screentone as validated
through experiments and the user study. When our work is applied
to mobile applications, ordinary users can simply try adding screen-
tone to their sketches. We think our work is a very valuable first
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Figure 12: Example results on non-face images. Especially, (a), (b), and (c) are synthesized line drawings, (d), (e), and (f) are real line
drawings. Failure case is shown in (g) column.

step. And we hope that it can inspire more future works in this re-
search field.
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